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Executive Summary
Located in Tanunda in the Barossa Valley and with a broadcast license region that includes the
Barossa, Gawler, Light and Wakefield Councils, Barossa Broadcasting Board Inc. is proudly
entering its 20th year of operations.
To date, BBB’s main focus has been on serving the Barossa region and its communities and aims
to increase community engagement and awareness of community interests and needs via outdoor
broadcasts, station events, social media and data gathering activities. Information obtained will
then be used as a basis for future programming decisions.
The station is committed to increasing its relevance to a wider listener population by expanding
coverage and content, building collaborative relations with neighbour stations, introducing new
programming projects targeting youth and media training and expanding the products and services
it offers for sale.
To further increase community engagement and provide a physical presence throughout the
broadcast region, BBB is also investigating the creation of satellite stations.
Following a period of significant management changes, the new committee is committed to building
BBB into a cohesive organisation that is widely recognised and respected within its broadcast
region as a source of content valued by its listeners.
To effect these changes, a full station review of people, equipment, programming, sponsorships,
management and finances is being conducted to address any problems and gaps identified.
Key persons and roles have been identified and contingency plans are being effected to manage
risk and ensure continuity of operations. Member and presenter skills and experience is also being
reviewed to better utilise the strengths available to the station and address any skill gaps.
Sub-committees are being formed to enable groups to focus their attention on specific areas and
greater member involvement is required in station operations to ensure a more equitable
distribution of tasks and duties.
Within the next license period, several significant capital projects are anticipated. There is a strong
possibility that BBB will be required to relocate. Upgrades or replacements are also required for
the station’s broadcasting equipment and transmission tower.
In addition to grants and subsidies as funding sources for these activities, BBB is increasing its
marketing activities to grow revenues through sponsorships, memberships and subscriptions. It is
also envisaged that development of a collaborative association with Gawler Community
Broadcasting Inc. and a new youth media skills training program will have a similar effect.
Stronger financial management systems will improve management’s ability to monitor performance
and take corrective actions in a more timely manner that will maximise profitability.
BBB looks forward to implementing the strategies contained in this plan and successfully meeting
the challenges of the next license period. While recognising that there are many obstacles to be
overcome in the rebuilding process, BBB also sees this as a great opportunity to transform the
organisation into a thriving pillar of the community for the next 20 years.
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Overview

THE ORGANISATION
Barossa Broadcasting Board Inc. (BBB) is an incorporated not for profit organisation, broadcasting
to the Barossa, Gawler and surrounding regional districts.
BBB wholly community owned and operated, transmitting 24 hours a day, year round. Content is
broadcast via FM frequency 89.1 and over the internet.
Content is a mix of music, interviews and information relevant to the communities within the
broadcast region.

LOCATION
Originating in 1996, BBB is located at the Tanunda Railway Station on Basedow Road, Tanunda.
The station premises are provided as a free lease under arrangement between the South
Australian Government and the Barossa Council.

LICENSE REGION1
BBB is licensed to broadcast to the following region:
•
•
•
•

Barossa Council
Gawler Council
Light Council
Wakefield Council

BROADCAST COVERAGE REGION
BBB’s broadcast coverage is reported to extend over a diverse area, including both metropolitan
and rural districts. The station has long promoted its coverage as being “from the river to the sea”,
and extends to include the following regions:
• Barossa Valley
• Gawler
• Blanchetown
• Kapunda
• Eudunda
• Hamley Bridge
• Freeling
• Elizabeth
• Munno Para
• Other Northern Adelaide suburbs
Internet streaming facilities further extend the listener range to make BBB available to listeners
worldwide.
Although the region that is able to receive BBB broadcasts is greater than the license area, priority
for community content and services is given to listeners and organisations that fall within the
license region.

1

Refer Attachment 1 - BBB FM Broadcast License Region
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MISSION STATEMENT
Barossa Broadcasting Board Inc. (BBB) exists to serve the diverse interests and needs of the
organisations and wider communities within its broadcast license region as the “Voice of the
Barossa and Beyond”.
Owned and operated by the community for the community, BBB provides more local, relevant
content than other commercial and public broadcasters, making it a preferred media channel for
listeners.

KEY OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES FOR BBB FM - 2017-2022
Short Term - 0 to 1 year

Objectives
1. Increase community engagement throughout the entire broadcast region
2. Increase membership, sponsorship and subscriber incomes
3. Introduce new revenue raising programs via:
•

Development and implementation of youth radio skills & broadcasting training program.
o To be run as a joint project between BBB, local Adelaide customer service training
provider and TAFESA to develop radio station operation, journalism and
broadcasting skills
o Practical training component to be conducted from BBB station premises – initially
one program per week with view to expanding to two programs per week.

4. Increase grant and subsidies obtained to assist with funding of major station equipment
upgrade or replacement
5. Collaboration with Gawler Community Broadcasting Inc. to:
•
•

Leverage respective organisation strengths e.g. BBB – broadcasting; GBC – podcasting
Investigate feasibility of GCB becoming a satellite station of BBB

6. Strengthen overall station management to form a cohesive, unified organisation
7. Prepare for potential station relocation in mid to long term

Strategies
1. Co-ordinate profile raising activities to generate greater community engagement via:
•
•
•
•
•

BBB 20 year anniversary celebrations
Involvement in Barossa 70 year Vintage Festival
Station open days
Networking events with sponsors
Outdoor broadcasting at community events

2. Acquisition of outdoor broadcasting equipment and undertake training in its operation
3. Develop networks with other community radio stations
•
•

Maintain ongoing awareness of other station activities, programming, operations, services
and prices
Research feasibility of forming reciprocal relationships with other community stations,
especially in other regional SA locations

4. Using listener statistical data obtained, conduct a review of station programming requirements
and adjust programming schedules to increase listener numbers
BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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5. Formation of sub-committees to manage station operations
•
•
•
•
•

Sub-committee for sponsorship and other revenue raising activities is first priority
Create register and schedule of station sponsors, members and subscribers for more
accurate management
Form finance and grant funding sub-committee to regularly monitor and take advantage of
available funding opportunities
Create in-kind sponsorship capability to enable giveaways to listeners
Investigate feasibility of adding sponsor discounter capability to existing subscriber program

6. Initiate a BBB merchandise range
7. Review existing station data storage systems and upgrade to ensure complete and effective
backup and disaster recovery systems are operating
•
•

Off-site data storage option to be treated as a priority – preferably cloud or similarly based
with provision for remote access
To maintain data security and privacy, different levels of user access is recommended

8. Full review of station policies, procedures and systems to bring up to date with license and
legal requirements
9. Review of presenter and member skills and experience
•
•
•

Formation of database for easy reference
Arrange training to remedy presenter skill gaps to ensure capabilities meet minimum station
requirements
Training of willing station members to provide back-up support for key station positions

10. Full review of station equipment and technical capabilities
•
•

Develop up to date maintenance and testing schedules
Develop capital expenditure budget and cash flow budget to assist with best timing of major
equipment upgrades or replacement

11. Convert existing financial management program from desktop (MYOB) to online cloud-based
program (pending BBB committee approval) with different levels of user access to maintain
data security and confidentiality
12. Work with Barossa Council, SA Government and RDA Barossa to source suitable alternative
premises should sale of existing site require station relocation

Medium Term - 1 to 3 years

Objectives
1. Increase community engagement and further expand BBB presence in the broadcast region
2. Maintain and increase revenue raising activities
3. Expand youth radio skills training program to two programs per week
4. Progress and finalise station relocation
5. Upgrade and replacement of key technical and broadcasting equipment
6. Completion of station review and upgrade - policies, procedures and systems

Strategies
1. Investigate feasibility of expanding satellite station development to Kapunda and/or other
suitable locations within BBB broadcast zone

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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2. Expand existing sponsorship program and register to include Gawler and other satellite station
regions
3. Conduct regular membership and subscriber promotions and drives
4. Expand outdoor broadcasting capabilities to include music broadcasting
•
•

Increase coverage of local events
In conjunction with GCB, expand to cover events in Gawler region

5. Expand BBB merchandise range
6. Initiate part time paid roles for key roles, especially sponsorships and station manager
7. Additional training for station members and presenters to increase effectiveness
•
•

Investigate possibility of partnering with TAFESA to enable attainment of recognised
certificates
Investigate possibility of offering to the general public as another income generating activity

8. Upgrade/maintenance of transmitting tower
9. Expand networks with other community radio stations
•

Research feasibility of forming reciprocal relationships with other stations in other states

Long Term - 3 to 5 years
1. Expand management & subcommittee operations and paid positions
2. Further refinements to sponsors program
3. Expand and develop network of subscriber discount providers
4. Expand and develop network of suppliers of in-kind sponsorships and promotional giveaways
5. Expand merchandise range to include BBB labelled range of wines
•

Option to use as giveaways, sales items or in station promotions

6. Expand Outdoor Broadcasting capabilities to include satellite station regions, e.g. Kapunda

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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Operational Analysis

SITUATION ANALYSIS - EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Economy
Food, wine and tourism form the main industries in the Barossa region. Sales of these products
are to customers from within the Barossa and surrounding regions, nationally and worldwide. A
significant part of the market is also to visitors to the Barossa.
Goods and service providers that support these industries are secondary economic sources.
Sales are predominantly to local individuals and businesses.
Through its sponsorships, BBB can help raise awareness of the businesses and services available
within the region to listeners within the broadcast region.

Social Patterns
The population within the broadcast region comprises a high percentage of aging and elderly.
There is also a strong sense of community, especially in the Barossa Valley region.
BBB’s presence as a source of community information and events is widely recognised and
valued.
Youth engagement and mental health is a particular concern within the region and has been
attributed in part to a lack of non-sporting activities suitable to that group.
BBB is currently pursuing initiatives in youth radio skills training as a pilot program for this region.
This program has been successfully run in other locations in South Australia by accredited trainers,
with participants eligible to receive formal qualifications on completion.

Competition
Competitor

Value to customers

Strengths

Gawler
Community
Broadcasting
Inc

• Local media presence for
Gawler region

• Podcasting & streaming
to Gawler region – larger
region & expanding and
more active than
Barossa

• No broadcasting license

Commercial
radio stations
esp. Flow FM
in Kapunda

• Ability to provide greater
variety and depth of
information & music to
meet all listener
preferences/needs at all
times

• Large resource pools

• Lack of dedicated local
content

• Focus is on providing a
digital media platform for
the Gawler region rather
than being a general
broadcaster

• Strong organisation and
management structures
and systems
• Commercially operated

Weaknesses

• Inability to obtain unless
BBB or PBA lose theirs

• Formulaic content and
program structure
• Advertisements

• Greater reach
• Wider license range
• Access to wide range of
news services

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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Competitor
Online social
media and
internet

Value to customers

Strengths

• Online source of
interactive, 2 way
communications Ability to
share information

• Constantly available

• Network building

• Immediate access to
content

• Worldwide reach
• No licensing required

• Interactive

2017 - 2022

Weaknesses
• Overwhelming amounts of
information
• Limited understanding esp
in older population
• Lack of filtering of
inappropriate users and
content

• Convenience
• Ability for feedback
• Large resource pools
• Strong organisation and
management structures
and systems
Print media
i.e.
newspapers &
magazines

• Print/graphics is more
permanent and easily
accessible than audio

• Trusted

• Low human interaction

• Long established

• No live component

• Local, national &
worldwide coverage &
content

• Content updated only as
per publishing schedules
• Environmental impact

• Large resource pools
• Strong organisation and
management structures
and systems
Television

• Both audio and video
content

• Trusted
• Long established
• Local, national &
worldwide coverage &
content

• Higher production costs
and times
• Generally not live to air
• Less portable or readily
accessible

• Greater ability to convey
messages through multisensory channels
• Large resource pools
• Strong organisation and
management structures
and systems

SITUATION ANALYSIS – INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Human Resources
Consist entirely of volunteer members with no paid positions. All presenting, technical,
maintenance, marketing, sponsorship and management/admin roles are undertaken from this pool.
The majority of members are retired, coming from non-management backgrounds. Skill gaps are
being addressed via planned projects in:
• Youth radio skills program
• Joint project with Gawler Community Broadcasting Inc.
• Ongoing training of existing members and presenters
Additional skills and resources will become available via project co-ordinators, participants and
associates of these parties, e.g. family and friends.
BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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Physical Resources
BBB has been operating from centrally located premises at the old Tanunda Railway Station on
Basedow Road, Tanunda since its commencement in 1996.
Due to a DPTI sale of the property, the station is in the process of securing suitable new premises
for its operations. This project is being undertaken in conjunction with the Barossa Council,
Regional Development Australia and Barossa Tourism.
All furniture, plant and broadcasting equipment is owned by BBB.

Financial Resources
The station does not currently have any outstanding finance debt.
Station operations are sourced entirely from memberships, subscriptions, sponsorships and grant
funding.
Grant funding has been secured for the acquisition of outdoor broadcasting equipment and will be
acquired by the end of 2016.
Additional funding opportunities are regularly investigated and utilised for use in upgrading station
equipment and premises.
Within the next 5 year period, expansion of the existing income streams is planned, as well as the
introduction of BBB branded merchandise and a youth training program. These activities are
expected to provide a significant increase in revenues for the station.

Regulatory Requirements
Compliance with the following are required as a part of station management and licensing
requirements.

Legal
ACMA
•
•
•

Community Broadcasting Services Licence
Community Broadcasting Apparatus Licence
Fixed Point to Point License

APRA
•

Community Radio License - Permanent

PPCA
•

Broadcast License

Government – State and Local
SA Consumer and Business Affairs
•
•

Associations Incorporations Act 1985
BBB Constitution conditions

Barossa Council requirements for:
•
•
•
•

Disabled access & other OHS&W issues
Noise management
Parking
Heritage listing compliance

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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Other
Insurance for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Public Liability
Broadcaster’s Liability
Transmission tower and equipment
Building, furnishings and technical equipment
Workcover

RISK ANALYSIS
Risk
Key equipment and data loss or
failure

Likelihood
High

Impact
High

Strategy to minimise/mitigate
• Audit of key equipment
• Maintenance and testing register
• Maintain backup equipment supply
• Off premises data backup & storage
• Policies & procedure
• Maintain adequate insurance cover
• Capital expenditure budget to cover
necessary item repairs &
replacement

Key personnel loss

High

High

• Develop policies and procedures for
operation and maintenance of all
station equipment & systems
• Develop position descriptions
• Maintain personnel skills &
experience register
• Regular training
• Train/develop support/backup
personnel

Loss of station premises &
inability to secure suitable
replacement site

Medium-high

High

• Maintain appropriate insurance cover
• Maintain close communications
channels with Barossa Council
• Maintain register of suitable
alternate premises

Loss of broadcasting license

Medium

High

• Maintain up to date, relevant policies
and procedures
• Regular review of license
requirements
• Annual license conditions
compliance check

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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Risk
Declining revenue

Likelihood
Medium

Impact
High

2017 - 2022

Strategy to minimise/mitigate
• Formation of sponsorships subcommittee
• Initiate register of potential sponsors
and schedule for targeting
• Develop sponsor database and
maintenance program to maintain
quality of service provision to
sponsors
• Appointment of paid sponsorship
role
• Broaden member & presenter
responsibility for obtaining station &
program sponsors
• Introduce member & subscriber
drives
• Develop patronage/donor program
• Introduction of merchandise range
• Introduction of new revenue
generating projects e.g. youth skills
program
• Expense reduction program to
maximise operating efficiency e.g.
conversion to solar power

Litigation for libel, slander, injury,
etc.

Low-medium

Medium-high

• Policies & procedures for complaints
against presenters
• Policies & procedures for injury or
liability
• Presenter agreements
• Presenter training
• Maintain adequate broadcaster
insurance
• Maintain adequate public liability
insurance

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS
Strengths
1. BBB is a recognised brand in the local
community
th
2. Long established – 20 anniversary in 2017
3. Addition of skilled management and
broadcasting resources via new presenters &
volunteers e.g. Johan Czanik, Morgan
Reynolds, Erica Visser, Mike Hotz, Tony Moore
4. Local & SA government support
5. Increasing presenter numbers – addition of
skilled resources esp. radio presenting,
journalism, etc.
6. Diversity of skills & experience
7. Strong, diverse programming content
8. Improved internet streaming – more stable for
listeners to access

Weaknesses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Aging presenter and volunteer base
Lack of statistical/listener data
Programming diversity gaps
Limited management, sales/sponsorship, tech &
presenter skill pool
Lack of current policies & procedures
Lack of regular maintenance schedules and audits
Lack of station personnel database resources e.g.
skills & development areas
Internal conflicts
Aging technology
Declining sponsors – reducing income
Low visibility location

Remedial actions for Weaknesses
1.
a. Develop collaborative youth radio skills program to engage local youth and families
b. Establish collaborative relationship via joint venture with Gawler Community
Broadcasting Inc. to expand access to younger markets and broaden existing skills and
resources pool
2.
a. Increase subscription to media monitoring services
b. Increase use of listener surveys
3.
a. Utilise listener feedback to identify programming gaps
b. Better utilise presenter experience and interest areas
c. Expansion into Gawler and youth skills projects will naturally increase diversity
4.
a. Expansion into Gawler and youth skills projects will naturally increase skill pool and
training opportunities
b. Development of professional networks within the region e.g. RDA & Barossa Tourism
c. In-house skills assessment to identify persons capable and willing to fill gap areas
d. Recruitment drive to introduce new persons with required skills and experience
5.

6.
7.
8.

a. Review of existing policies and procedures by relevant sub-committees
b. Update existing and formation of new policies and procedures to address shortcomings
and gaps
As for 5.
As for 5.
a. Development of HR policies, procedures and conflict resolution systems
b. Development of schedules, reviews and databases for training, maintenance,
programming, presenting, etc.

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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9.
a. Review and develop register of equipment
b. Develop maintenance and audit program for equipment
c. Investigation of funding grants and other options of sourcing replacement and back-up
equipment
10.
a. Establishment of sponsorship subcommittee
b. Mid-long term objective of introducing paid sponsorship role
c. Greater presenter/member role in obtaining sponsors – either for station in general or
for their own programs
11.
a. The possible requirement to relocate station premises provides an opportunity to
transfer the station to a new, higher visibility location
b. A new start provides the opportunity for BBB to reinvent itself, connect with a greater
percentage of the broadcast community and adapt its image and content to appeal to a
broader listener demographic.
Opportunities
1. Collaborate with Gawler Community
Broadcasting Inc. – expanded physical
presence to attract sponsors
2. Increased visibility/profile should relocation be
required
3. Barossa council & government support &
assistance with relocation
4. Development of youth radio skills program –
increased member, skills & resource potential
th
5. Vintage festival – 70 year celebration
6. BBB 20 year anniversary activities
7. Outdoor broadcasting
8. Potential to obtain grant funding for satellite
station/s, station relocation & equipment
upgrades
9. Broadcasting of current events programs, etc.
as are available free under current license
10. Establishment of policies & procedures &
presenter/volunteer agreement package to
provide greater stability & clarity to members
11. Utilise knowledge/resources available in-house
via existing presenter base – database of skills
& interests to be developed
12. Increased survey activities & media research
data & rating subscriptions
13. Network building with youth and students and
local tourism, regional development, arts and
community associations
14. Increased engagement with local government,
regional dev’t & community associations
15. Formation of key activity subcommittees &
associated action plans & schedules

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022

Threats
1. Loss of stable premises & inability to secure a
suitable new location
2. Internal conflicts
3. Gawler Community Radio
4. Non-renewal of license
5. Lack of funds to relocate & upgrade or inability to
secure funding
6. Presenters & board members from out of region
exceeding allowed numbers
7. Loss of SACBA/CBAA support
8. Lack of adequate back-up systems & procedures
9. Loss of key personnel
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Remedial actions for Threats
1.
a. Collaboration with Barossa Council and RDA Barossa to identify suitable alternative
or low cost rental premises
b. Regular communications with Barossa Council to ensure up-to-date relocation date
information
2.
a. Development of HR policies, procedures and disciplinary systems as short term
objectives
b. Development of schedules, reviews and databases for training, maintenance,
programming, presenting, etc.
3.
a. Collaboration with Gawler Community Broadcasting Inc to share resources and
leverage strengths to mutual advantage
4.
a. Maintain up to date, relevant policies and procedures
b. Regular review of license requirements
c. Conduct an annual license conditions compliance check
5.
a. Formation of sponsorships sub-committee
b. Initiate register of potential sponsors and schedule for targeting
c. Develop sponsor database and maintenance program to maintain quality of service
provision to sponsors
d. Appointment of paid sponsorship role
e. Broaden member & presenter responsibility for obtaining station & program
sponsors
f. Introduce member & subscriber drives
g. Develop patronage/donor program
h. Introduction of merchandise range
i. Introduction of new revenue generating projects e.g. youth skills program
j. Expense reduction program to maximise operating efficiency e.g. conversion to
solar power
k. Investigation of funding grants and other options of sourcing replacement equipment
6.
a. Establish presenter database and eligibility criteria to ensure license conditions are
met
7.
a. Strengthen internal management processes and systems to create a more
professional culture
b. Develop stronger networks with other community stations and professional
associations to increase resource pool and reduce reliance on SACBA/CBAA
resources
c. Greater networking with SACBA officeholders and support for SACBA events to
foster good relations.
8.
a. Review of existing back-up systems and requirements

BBB FM Business Plan – Plan Period 2017 – 2022
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b. Prepare equipment replacement/upgrade schedule and capital expenditure budget
to plan for item repairs and replacement
c. Maintain regular equipment testing and reviews to ensure proper function to
required operating standards
9.
a. Review key roles and officeholders.
b. Identify and recruit/train suitable persons to act as support and ultimately
replacement personnel. May come from within or outside the existing member
base, from membership drives or from new projects.
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Human Resources and Management Analysis

ORGANISATION CHART
BBB FM

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

GENERAL
COMMITTEE
– 6 positions

SUBCOMMITTEES

Chair

Vice Chair

Treasurer

Secretary

PRESENTERS

NONPRESENTING
MEMBERS &
VOLUNTEERS

Finance & Grant
Funding

HR & Risk

Licensing &
Regulatory

Maintenance

Marketing

Programming

Sponsorships

Technical &
Production
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KEY PERSONNEL
BBB is wholly operated by volunteer members from the local community and surrounding districts.
Due to the resignation of several key personnel during 2016 and their replacement at BBB’s recent
AGM, the station is undergoing a transformation phase. A full review of existing station systems
and resources is being undertaken to determine priorities for attention.
Several key functions are vital to the success of the organisation. These are managed by
subcommittees of volunteers and are as per the BBB Organisation Chart (above).
BBB objectives include the expansion to include paid roles for several of its key functions in the
mid to long term. These include:
• Sponsorships
• Technical
• Station Administration/Management
Due to licensing regulations, the Programming role must remain as a function managed by
subcommittee, with no one person solely able to act. To ensure the needs of the community are
fully understood and met, the programming subcommittee will comprise members sourced from the
wider broadcast community, irrespective of degree of other involvement in BBB.

RECRUITMENT
Recruitment of new personnel will be carried out via several methods:
•
•
•
•
•

As a naturally occurring acquisition of skilled personnel as expansion into new projects
occurs
As new community members with the relevant skills and experience become involved with
BBB
Through advertisements in local media
Through internet advertisements
Through word-of-mouth and other local networks

TRAINING
BBB has recently acquired access to accredited training officers, who are available to provide
training to members as part of the continued development of required skills in the following areas:
• Music broadcasting
• Studio operations
• Interviewing
• Technical production
As station objectives are progressed, additional training opportunities will evolve, allowing BBB to
offer a wider range of accredited media and communications industry training to both its members
and members of the community.

HUMAN RESOURCES OBJECTIVES
A complete upgrade of BBB’s Human Resources, OHS&W and Risk Management system has
been identified as a high priority objective.
The following have been identified for attention as critical short to mid-term actions to achieve this
core objective:
•
•

Develop HR & OHS&W and risk management registers
Develop key personnel and role register
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Addition of multiple persons to cover key roles in the organisation
Develop presenter agreements and code of conduct
Develop orientation training program for new presenters
Develop member and presenter skills, experience and training register
Develop HR and conflict management policies and procedures

HUMAN RESOURCES STRATEGIES
The following strategies will be adopted to ensure HR objectives are met:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct personnel skills, abilities and training needs review
Conduct station risk assessment including key personnel and role assessment
Formation of sub-committee to manage HR objectives
Conduct review of existing presenter skills and experience
Conduct training as determined by the reviews
Review of station expectations and requirements for new presenters and obligations owed
to them
In-house training or recruitment of persons to provide consistent coverage of key roles
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Market Analysis

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
The nature of community radio is such that it must tailor its marketing to meet two distinct markets:
•
•

Listeners
Sponsors

Current
Currently BBB provides the following as paid and unpaid services:
Unpaid
•

General broadcasting services, focusing on:
o Music broadcasting to meet local community preferences
o Business interviews and information
o Community interviews and information
o Wine and tourism interviews and information
o Local news and events reporting
o Featured local artists

Paid
•
•

Opportunity for businesses, government organisations and other members of the broadcast
region to raise awareness of their enterprises via sponsorships
Subscription service for the general public as “Friend of BBB”

Future
Future objectives in the short to mid-term aim to expand the above range of products and services
available by establishment of the following:
Unpaid
•
•

Podcasts and other downloadable content as part of collaboration with Gawler Community
Broadcasting Inc.
Podcasts and other downloadable content from other sources (e.g. CBAA) as are available
for distribution under current license terms

Paid
•
•
•
•
•
•

Range of BBB branded merchandise
Accredited youth radio skills training program (some degree of subsidy is envisaged for this
program but the proportion of total cost is not yet ascertainable)
Extend sponsorship package to enable sponsorship of specific programs
Further extend sponsorship package to include in-kind give-aways, promotional items, etc.
Provision of BBB station as rental venue available for local artist exhibitions – visual and
performing artists
Explore other sources of grant funding not currently utilised

These additional paid services are currently in the development stafge, so cost and pricing
analyses have not yet been undertaken.
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REVENUE SOURCES
Existing Revenue Sources
Revenue for operations is currently sourced from the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Memberships
Donations
Sponsorships
Subscriptions
Grant funding

Future Revenue Sources
As additional projects come to fruition, revenue increases will be generated from:
•
•
•
•
•

Merchandise sales
Radio skills training programs
Sponsorship increases
Membership increases from membership drives
Subscriber increases from subscription promotions

PRICING
Sponsorships
Sponsorship pricing is kept as simple as possible, with one level available to sponsors. Current
GST inclusive pricing is $55 per month, which entitles sponsors to 20 announcements per month.
Sponsorship packages are available for purchase in blocks of one, two, three or twelve months,
with a purchase price of $55, $110, $165 and $660 respectively. There is currently no discounting
available for purchases of sponsorships of periods greater than one month.
Sponsorship announcements are produced by BBB’s production team and provided to the sponsor
for approval prior to incorporating in the station’s broadcast schedule.
Alternatively, sponsors can choose to contribute their own pre-recorded announcements, subject to
assessment and approval by BBB’s production and sponsorship sub-committees.

Memberships
Membership Type

Cost/Year

Voting Entitlements

Business

$50.00

Full

Ordinary

$35.00

Full

Community Group

$35.00

Full

Pensioner/Student

$25.00

Full

Unemployed

$25.00

Full

Subscriber – “Friends of BBB”

$10.00

None

CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS
Listeners
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BBB is situated in the middle of a premium food, wine and tourism region in regional South
Australia. Being approximately one hour north east of Adelaide, the Barossa is an attractive
destination for visitors from Adelaide, other Australian regions and worldwide.
Results of the July 2016 National Listener Survey data for Non- Metro SA2 show an increase in
both the number of people listening to community radio (+6.7%) and the amount of time spent
listening (+13.3%), while there has been a decrease in listeners of commercial radio(-4.3%).
Recent BBB survey findings show a mainly mature (aged 50+) listening audience, with evenly
proportioned male and female listener numbers3.
Consistent with the National Listener Survey data for Non-Metro SA4, BBB internet streaming data
shows the most popular listener times are daytimes, with the breakfast (6 to 9am) and drive (3 to
6pm) time slots being most popular of all. Listener numbers decrease as the evening progresses
with the midnight to dawn period having the lowest listener numbers of all.

Sponsors
Sponsors cover a diverse community cross-section, being predominantly a mix of small to medium
sized enterprises and not-for-profit organisations.
Station sponsors generally come from industries that are relevant to the major listener
demographic, i.e. mature, home owners and retirees.

MARKET POSITION
Given the regional, mature listener market, music programming is geared toward the tastes typical
of this demographic, i.e. classic rock, blues and jazz. Interviews and community news are also
popular.
With the planned introduction of podcasting and youth radio projects, BBB recognises that changes
to the genres of music being broadcast will be necessary. A review of station programming and
presenters is currently underway to ensure a good content mix is obtained without causing undue
disruption to the station’s valued presenters.

MARKET RESEARCH
Current
•
•
•
•
•

Station Community Engagement Survey conducted September 2016
Presenter feedback book maintained
Facebook feedback recorded
ABS data for general population demographics
National Listener Surveys for both Metro and Non-Metro South Australia conducted July
20165

•

CBAA Station Census Report as at December 2013

Future/Ongoing
•
•

As above plus
Subscription to media monitoring data services

2

Conducted by McNair Ingenuity Research on behalf of Community Broadcasting Association of Australia (CBAA)
As per preliminary results of BBB Station Community Engagement Survey conducted September 2016.
4
Ibid. footnote 1.
5
Ibid. footnote 1.
3
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Increased networking with local organisations, e.g. Barossa Tourism, Regional
Development Australia, Country Arts SA.

MARKETING OBJECTIVES
As BBB has to satisfy the needs of its two customer groups, marketing objectives are divided
accordingly.
Due to the need to increase revenues and build reserves in preparation for several major projects
and equipment upgrades that are anticipated within the next license period, the following marketing
objectives and strategies for both groups are listed as immediate to short term priorities.

Listeners
Objectives for marketing to listeners include:
•
•

Actively increase community and listener engagement
Addition of new products and services available to listeners via training programs and BBB
branded merchandise

Sponsors
Due to the resignation of the sponsorship manager during 2016, BBB has suffered a decline in
sponsors. To rebuild sponsor numbers and revenue, the station is pursuing the following shortterm objectives:
•
•

Formation of sponsorship sub-committee to manage and maintain station sponsorships
Develop and strengthen networks with sponsors

MARKETING STRATEGY
As for Marketing Objectives (above), due to the two distinct market sectors BBB serves, separate
marketing strategies must be applied to effectively target and serve each group.
Following the appointment of a new management committee in 2016, BBB’s strategies to achieve
its marketing objectives include the following

Listeners
•

•

•

•

Conduct review of BBB listeners and their preferences
o Review and update programming based on the feedback and preferences obtained
from listener reviews and community engagement activities
Increase listener and community engagement via:
o Increased BBB presence at community events and festivals
o Use of outdoor broadcasting equipment at community events and festivals
o Increase station events to generate awareness of BBB and its role in the community
o As collaborative projects with Gawler Community Broadcasting and other satellite
stations develop, build a presence in those regions at community events
o Increased use of online listener surveys
o Increase subscriptions to media monitoring data
o Increase interactions with listeners via Facebook and other social media
Develop stronger relationships with key organisations within the broadcast region, e.g.
Barossa Tourism, Country Arts SA, local councils, Regional Development Barossa,
Barossa Wine and Grape, etc.
Regularly review station programming to ensure licensing requirements for content are
being met
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Increase use of podcasts and streaming to provide a greater range of content for a greater
range of listeners

Sponsors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct research to determine appropriate rates for different sponsorship levels
Review existing sponsorship levels and adjust as appropriate
Review and update sponsorship agreement
Regular reviews of sponsorship sales results to budgeted targets
Preparation of schedule of station sponsors
Develop relationships with regional organisations to raise awareness of BBB, its products
and services and how it can be a valuable marketing channel for the region
Become source of local content that visitors to the region find valuable

MARKET/SALES TARGETS
Current products/services
•
•
•
•

Memberships
Subscribers
Sponsorships
Fundraising activities

2016 Year Actual Sales
•
•
•
•

Memberships
Subscribers
Sponsorships
Fundraising activities

$953.00
$517.00
$21,500.00
$0.00

Sales targets
•

•

Memberships
o 2017
o 2018
o 2019
o 2020
o 2021
Subscribers
o 2017
o 2018
o 2019
o 2020
o 2021

$1,150
$1,400
$1,650
$1,850
$2,050
$600
$650
$700
$750
$800
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Sponsorships
o 2017
o 2018
o 2019
o 2020
o 2021
Fundraising activities
o 2017
o 2018
o 2019
o 2020
o 2021

2017 - 2022

$24,000
$26,000
$28,000
$29,500
$31,000
$500
$750
$1,000
$1,200
$1,400

Future products
As above plus:
•
•

Development of merchandise range e.g. T-shirts, caps, etc.
Introduce BBB Patronage program for donated funds

Future Product Sales targets
These products and services are currently in the evaluation and development stage. Target data
has not yet been prepared.
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Financial Analysis

FINANCIAL POSITION6
2016 financial year

Profit and Loss Results
•
•
•

Total revenue
Total expenses
Net profit

$23,000
$22,886
$128

The low net profit position can be attributed to station management gaps created by key office
holder resignations, one of whom was the sponsorship co-ordinator.
As a result, no new sponsors were targeted and existing sponsor contacts were not properly
maintained.
It is envisaged that there will be an increase in sponsorships over the coming period due to
formation of a sponsorship sub-committee and introduction of a policy that requires presenters to
play a part in obtaining sponsors, either for their own program or for the station in general.

Balance Sheet Results
•
•
•

Net current assets
Total other assets
Total net assets

$39,422
$37,979
$77,401

(includes creditors)

Note that the above data does not include a value for depreciation.

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Funding of BBB operations is contained in the budget document supplied.
As in previous years, BBB meets its operating costs directly from revenues raised. Provision for
ongoing maintenance and repair of equipment is included in budgeted expenditure.
Increased costs of implementing new projects and expanded activities will be assessed prior to
commencement to ensure revenues generated from them will be adequate to cover costs.
Cost reductions will also be pursued wherever possible to maximise station profitability.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS
Capital expenditure requirements are presently being assessed by the new station committee and
a capital expenditure budget will be prepared based on these findings. As the review is not yet
complete, it is not possible to complete the budget at this stage.
Grant funding has been obtained for purchase of outdoor broadcasting equipment to be acquired
before the end of 2016.
Much of BBB’s IT and broadcasting equipment is nearing the end of its useful life and is scheduled
for replacement within the next license period. Funding for this project is envisaged from a
combination of sources:
•
•
6

Donations of surplus equipment
Monetary donations as in-kind sponsorships

Refer BBB FM Management Accounts, Sales Details & Sponsor Matrix – attached as separate PDF documents
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Monetary donations from community members and organisations
Increased revenues from sales of products and services
Grant funding
Expense reductions generated by cost reduction activities

As the station faces possible relocation within the next license period, a project costing
assessment is also necessary with a funding reserve allocated accordingly.
The sources of this funding will be the same as for replacement of the station’s IT and
broadcasting equipment.

FINANCE REQUIREMENTS
BBB currently operates without debt funding.
Should the station be required to relocate, the Barossa Council has undertaken to provide suitable
premises for BBB’s use at low to nil cost. The BBB executive committee maintains regular
communications with the Barossa Council to ensure an unplanned relocation does not eventuate.
Although station equipment is reaching the end of its life, it remains usable and capable of meeting
station requirements. While its redundancy is being planned for, immediate replacement is not
required.
Past funding requirements for extraordinary items has been met by grant funding and donations.
BBB aims to finance future capital and extraordinary needs from the following sources:
•
•
•
•

Increased revenues from station operations will be applied to fund future capital
requirements
Cost reduction activities (e.g. solar leasing arrangement) are currently being investigated as
a means of partially financing some of the station’s capital requirements
Grant funding and subsidies
Donations of funds and other equipment

The station’s transmission tower has been identified as one item requiring upgrading during the
next license period. An evaluation of works required and associated costs will be undertaken to
enable a fund raising plan and schedule to be formed.

FINANCE SOURCES
Debt finance is only considered an option should unavoidable spending be required which is in
excess of station reserves and for which funds cannot be raised from by any other means.
Funding will be pursued from the following preferred sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Membership revenues
Sponsorship revenues
Subscriber revenues
Donations of funds and other equipment
Grant funding and subsidies
Merchandise sales
Expense reductions
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BUDGETED PROFIT & LOSS
As per the budget data provided, BBB aims to generate net profits over the next license period
from its operations as follows:
o 2017
$3,657
o 2018
$8,481
o 2019
$10,734
o 2020
$12,462
o 2021
$14,311
Note that the net profit for 2017 is reduced due to the inclusion of an arrears payment for
transmission tower site rental of $7,150.
Net profit amounts are also exclusive of any capital expenditure or depreciation amounts.
Increasing profits are anticipated as the result of new management policies to more aggressively
target new sponsors and improve the services provided to BBB’s existing sponsors.
Improved listener data collection practices and increased networking with other organisations will
ensure program content appeals to greater listener numbers and will increase BBB’s appeal as an
advertising channel for existing and potential sponsors.
Cost reduction programs (e.g. solar power leasing) and new revenue generating activities are also
expected to contribute to increased station performance and profitability.

BUDGETED BALANCE SHEET
As per budget data provided, BBB anticipates the following Net Current Asset results in its Balance
Sheet over the next license period:
o
o
o
o
o

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

$43,079
$51,560
$62,294
$74,756
$89,067

Note that all current asset data is inclusive of creditors and exclusive of depreciation.

BUDGETED CASH FLOW
Refer attached budget.
Annual forecasted targets have been prepared for BBB’s profit and loss items and a copy of this
budget is attached.
As BBB is currently undergoing a complete organisation review, as for Capital Expenditure and
Provisions, the budget details for organisational cash flows has not yet been finalised. This will be
finalised before the end of 2016.

FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES
As with BBB’s other systems and procedures, the organisation’s financial systems are currently
undergoing a review and update. Accordingly, the station’s financial objectives for the next license
period can be summarised as follows:
•
•
•

Increase monies obtained via grants, subsidies and other funding
Conversion of financial record keeping and reporting system to a cloud-based system
Increase separation of financial tasks for greater security
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Improved management of station finances

FINANCIAL STRATEGIES
To maximise financial objective achievement, BBB plans to implement the following actions:
•

•

•
•
•

Formation of sponsorship and financial/grant funding sub-committees
o Investigate crowd funding as a potential revenue source for the station
o Regular research into grants and funding opportunities that BBB may be eligible for
Training of relevant persons in use of selected cloud-based accounting software to better
manage areas of responsibility and more rapid production of relevant reports
o E.g. sponsorship sub-committee will be able to obtain sales data, follow up overdue
invoices, provide timely sponsorship and revenue reports to committee, review
actual performance against budgeted amounts, etc.
o Access levels to be set to ensure persons are only able to access relevant data for
their role to maintain system integrity and data security
o Increases ability to effectively manage debtors and creditors
Assign different parts of the financial management process to different persons to increase
the security of BBB’s finances
Ensure outstanding sponsor monies owed to BBB are more promptly collected and timing
of expense payments make best use of station’s funds
Monthly review of station performance against budgeted data
o Where needed remedial for adverse results to be agreed for actioning
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Attachment 1 – BBB FM Broadcast License Region
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